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Abstract

Conventional synthesis of polymers by ATRP is relatively low throughput, involving iterative optimization of conditions in an inert atmosphere. Automated, high-throughput controlled radical polymerization was developed to accelerate catalyst optimization and production of disulfide-functionalized polymers without the need of an inert gas. Using ARGET ATRP, polymerization conditions were rapidly identified for eight different monomers, including the first ARGET ATRP of 2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate and di(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate. In addition, butyl acrylate, oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate 300 and 475, 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate, styrene, and methyl methacrylate were polymerized using bis(2-hydroxyethyl) disulfide bis(2-bromo-2-methylpropionate) as the initiator, tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine as the ligand, and tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate as the reducing agent. The catalyst and reducing agent concentration was optimized specifically for each monomer, and then a library of polymers was synthesized systematically using the optimized conditions. The disulfide-functionalized chains...
could be cleaved to two thiol-terminated chains upon exposure to dithiothreitol, which may have utility for the synthesis of polymer bioconjugates. Finally, we demonstrated that these new conditions translated perfectly to conventional batch polymerization. We believe the methods developed here may prove generally useful to accelerate the systematic optimization of a variety of chemical reactions and polymerizations.

INTRODUCTION

The optimization of reaction conditions is a routine and time-consuming challenge for most synthetic chemists and can often be rate-limiting in scientific progress. We developed a systematic approach to accelerate this process in the context of polymer science. The discovery of activator generated by electron transfer (AGET)\textsuperscript{1} atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP),\textsuperscript{2–6} which enables polymerizations to be conducted without freeze–pump–thaw cycles,\textsuperscript{7} has greatly simplified the setup of ATRP and poised it to reach new areas of research.\textsuperscript{6,7} In addition to elimination of the inert gas requirement, activators regenerated by electron transfer (ARGET) ATRP\textsuperscript{8–10} has reduced the amount of required copper catalyst to ppm levels.\textsuperscript{11} However, the discovery of AGET and ARGET ATRP requires new polymerization conditions to optimize polymerization kinetics and control functionality. This process is typically iterative and relatively low throughput, thereby limiting the diversity and number of conditions that can be explored. Here we develop methods that can facilitate the rapid development of polymerization conditions for new monomers and accelerate the production of functional polymers of tunable length without the need of an inert gas.

Automated, high-throughput (HT) methods are important research tools for the synthesis and screening of small molecules\textsuperscript{12–17} and polymers.\textsuperscript{18–26} Such methods have resulted in the discovery of drugs such as sorafenib\textsuperscript{27} and polymerization catalysts, including new polyolefin catalysts.\textsuperscript{28} Efficient reaction optimization is a key component of chemical research, which requires significant time input. One important challenge is to adapt new chemistries such as ARGET ATRP to robotic platforms, thereby accelerating optimization. Combinatorial strategies are useful in a number of areas, including in polymer science.\textsuperscript{18–25,28–38} Anionic\textsuperscript{35} and cationic\textsuperscript{39} polymerization, reversible addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization,\textsuperscript{34} and ATRP\textsuperscript{40–43} methods have been developed for automated platforms. However, the limiting factor is that the synthesis of narrowly distributed macromolecules by living polymerization usually requires very clean reaction conditions and an inert atmosphere. Progress in this area so far has required customized reaction setups with a continuous stream of argon or physical placement of the robot inside of a glovebox.\textsuperscript{36,41,43}

To address these challenges, we sought to develop automated ARGET ATRP with the following aims: (1) to rapidly optimize polymerization conditions without deoxygenation, including conditions for the polymerization of new monomers, (2) to synthesize polymers of increasing lengths with disulfide functionality, and (3) validate the optimized conditions by translating automated synthesis to conventional batch polymerization. The development of ARGET ATRP in the presence of limited amounts of air (in which the oxygen is eventually consumed) allowed for automation of ATRP in sealed vials without deoxygenation. Since all of the polymers contain disulfide bridges in the center of the chains, and can be cleaved to two thiol-terminated chains, they can potentially be conjugated to other molecules such as drugs, siRNA, and proteins. The conditions developed on the robot translated to conventional batch polymerization in a chemical fume hood, suggesting that this method of reaction optimization has potential to provide valuable conditions for general purpose ARGET ATRP of various monomers.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials

Bis(2-hydroxyethyl) disulfide, bromo-2-methylpropionic acid, \(N,N'-\)
dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), 4-(dimethylamino)-pyridine (DMAP), DL-dithiothreitol (DTT), tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)\(_2\)), copper(1) bromide (99.999% trace metals basis) (CuBr), copper(II) bromide (99.999% trace metals basis) (CuBr\(_2\)), tetrahydrofuran (anhydrous) (THF), anisole (anhydrous), and ethanol (200 proof) were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. Tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine (TPMA) was purchased from ATRP Solutions and used as received. Bis[2-(2-bromoisobutyloxy)ethyl] disulfide ((BiBOE)\(_2\)S\(_2\)) was synthesized following a literature procedure. Butyl acrylate (BA), di(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (DEGMEMA), oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate 300 (OEOMA300), poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate, \(M_n = 300\) g/mol, oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylate 475 (OEOMA475, poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate, \(M_n = 475\) g/mol), 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA), 2-(diethylamino)-ethyl methacrylate (DEAEMA), styrene (Sty), and methyl methacrylate (MMA) were purchased from Aldrich and passed through a short column containing basic aluminum oxide to remove the inhibitor before use. Unless otherwise noted, all other chemicals were obtained from commercial sources and used without further purification.

HTP Synthesis

Robotic polymerizations were performed on a customized Symyx Core Module equipped with four different liquid dispensing elements (a single tip, a motor driven gripper with a heated piercing tip, a positive displacement tip, and a heated parallel 4-tip). Library Studio (Symyx Discovery Tools) was used to design the polymer libraries. Automation of this process accelerated not only material handling but also data manipulations and reaction calculations. The MW, density, drawn chemical structure, and dissolved concentration were entered into Library Studio to enable rapid calculation of reaction stoichiometry, taking into account the MW, density, structure, and concentration. Polymerizations were conducted in 4 mL vials equipped with a stir bar and sealed with a rubber septum. The reactants were transferred from stock solutions in 20 mL vials into 4 mL reaction vessels using the piercing tip. The total volume of all components per vessel was fixed to 3.7 mL (0.3 mL of air). All experiments followed a set algorithm: (1) Set stirring to 300 rpm, (2) transfer monomer, (3) transfer initiator, (4) transfer catalyst (inactive, oxidized form), (5) transfer reducing agent (starts polymerization by reducing the catalyst after consumption of air), (6) set temperature to 45 °C, (7) wait 16 h, and (8) cool down to room temperature and stop stirring.

A typical polymerization was as follows: For the synthesis of PMMA with a targeted DP of 135, 1.042 mL of MMA (9.82 mmol) was added to a 4 mL vial equipped with a stir bar and rubber septum. 319.0 \(\mu\)L of a 100 mg/mL solution of (BiBOE)\(_2\)S\(_2\) in anisole (31.9 mg, 70.57 \(\mu\)mol of (BiBOE)\(_2\)S\(_2\)) was added upon stirring. 2.014 mL of a catalyst solution of CuBr\(_2\) (2.7 mmol/L, 1.19 mg, 5.32 \(\mu\)mol) and TPMA (6.5 mmol/L, 3.80 mg, 13.09 \(\mu\)mol) in anisole was transferred to the vial. 324.1 \(\mu\)L of a 136.4 mg/mL solution of Sn(Oct)\(_2\) (44.20 mg, 109.1 \(\mu\)mol) was added, and the stirred mixture was heated to 45 °C for 16 h.

Optimization of the Reducing Agent Concentration

For each of the eight monomers, a polymerization was carried out at 12 different concentrations of reducing agent. The catalyst concentration was held constant in all polymerizations, which was 0.037:1 (catalyst:initiator, mol:mol). The targeted degree of polymerization (DP) was 75 for OEOMA475, 110 for OEOMA300, and 150 all other monomers. The molar ratios of Sn(Oct)\(_2\) to the initiator for the OEOMA polymers were 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90, 1.05, 1.20, 1.35, 1.50, 1.65, 1.80, and 1.95 to 1.00; for all other
polymerizations 0.30, 0.60, 0.90, 1.20, 1.50, 1.80, 2.25, 3.15, 4.05, 4.95, 5.85, and 6.75 to 1.00. In total, 96 separate polymerizations were carried out to optimize the reducing agent concentration.

**Optimization of the Catalyst Concentration**

For each monomer, the polymerization was carried out at 12 different concentrations of catalyst. The reducing agent concentration was held constant in all reactions. The targeted DP was 75 for OEOMA475, 110 for OEOMA300, and 150 for all other monomers. The molar ratios of copper(II) bromide to the initiator were 0.031, 0.037, 0.042, 0.050, 0.056, 0.062, 0.075, 0.087, 0.1, 0.112, 0.125, and 0.137 to 1.00. In total, 96 separate polymerizations were carried out to optimize the catalyst concentration.

**Synthesis of Polymers with Different Chain Length**

Using the results from the optimization for the concentration of catalyst and reducing agent, polymers were synthesized with different chain lengths. For POEOMA the targeted DP was 15, 30, 45, 60, 67.5, 75, 82.5, 90, 97.5, 105, 120, and 150; for all other polymers, it was 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90, 112.5, 135, 157.5, 180, 202.5, 225, 300, and 375. The concentrations of catalyst and reducing agent used are listed in Table 1. In total, 96 polymers were synthesized with various lengths.

**Batch Polymerization of MMA in a Round-Bottom Flask**

We equipped a standard 5 mL round-bottom flask with a standard 14/20 rubber septum and stir bar (VWR 58948-116 polygon spinbar, 1/2 in. × 5/16 in.) and measured that this flask can hold 6.6 mL of solution. We based the calculation such that the vial would contain 92.5% solution and 7.5% air (analogous to the automated polymerization condition), setting the total volume to be 6.105 mL. For the synthesis of PMMA with a targeted DP of 135, 1.695 mL of MMA (1.598 g, 15.97 mmol) was added via pipet to a 5 mL vial equipped with a stir bar. 534.6 μL of a 100 mg/mL solution of (BiBOE)$_2$S$_2$ in anisole (53.46 mg, 118.3 μmol of (BiBOE)$_2$S$_2$) was added via pipet. 3.347 mL of a catalyst solution of CuBr$_2$ (2.7 mmol/L, 1.98 mg, 8.87 μmol) and TPMA (6.5 mmol/L, 6.31 mg, 21.76 μmol) in anisole was transferred to the flask via pipet. The flask was sealed with a rubber septum and secured tightly using electrical tape. 0.527 mL of a 136.4 mg/mL solution of Sn(Oct)$_2$ (71.88 mg, 177.4 μmol) was injected via syringe to start the polymerization. The reaction was placed into a preheated oil bath set to 45 °C and stirred at 300 rpm for 16 h.

**Batch Polymerization of DMAEMA in a Round-Bottom Flask**

Similar to the polymerization of MMA, we set the total volume to be 6.105 mL for a standard 5 mL round-bottom flask. For the synthesis of PDMAEMA with a targeted DP of 135, 2.794 mL of DMAEMA (2.607 g, 16.58 mmol) was added via pipet to a 5 mL vial equipped with a stir bar. 555.2 μL of a 100 mg/mL solution of (BiBOE)$_2$S$_2$ in anisole (55.52 mg, 122.8 μmol of (BiBOE)$_2$S$_2$) was added via pipet. 2.317 mL of a catalyst solution of CuBr$_2$ (2.7 mmol/L, 1.37 mg, 6.14 μmol) and TPMA (6.5 mmol/L, 4.36 mg, 15.06 μmol) in anisole was transferred to the flask via pipet. The flask was sealed with a rubber septum and secured tightly using electrical tape. 0.438 mL of a 136.4 mg/mL solution of Sn(Oct)$_2$ (59.71 mg, 146.6 μmol) was injected via syringe to start the polymerization. The reaction was placed into a preheated oil bath set to 45 °C and stirred at 300 rpm for 16 h.

**Reduction of the Disulfide Bond Using DTT**

The cleavage of the disulfide bonds was performed in THF using DTT. 1 mL of the polymer solution (3 mg/mL in THF) was transferred into a 4 mL vial. 2 mL of a DTT solution (0.1 g/mL in THF) was added. The mixture was stirred in a sealed vial for 4 days at 50 °C, and
samples for GPC measurements were taken every 24 h. In a parallel control without DTT, solutions of the same polymers were stirred, heated to 50 °C, and analyzed every 24 h.

**Purification**

The copper catalyst and the reducing agent were removed by passing the polymer solution through a neutral alumina oxide matrix. The simultaneous purification of 24 samples was performed using a Visiprep Vacuum Manifold (Supelco). After the polymerization was finished, 0.2 mL of polymer solution was transferred into an 8 mL glass vial and diluted with 3 mL of THF. Twenty-four neutral aluminum oxide solid-phase extraction (SPE) cartridges (Waters) were placed on the manifold and filled with the diluted polymer solution. The pressure in the chamber was reduced, and the purified polymer solution was collected in 8 mL glass vials. After filtration through a 0.2 μm PTFE syringe filter, the solution was used for GPC analysis without further dilution.

**GPC Analysis**

All polymers were analyzed using a Waters GPC system equipped with a 2400 differential refractometer, 515 pump, and 717-plus autosampler. The flow rate was 1 mL/min, and the mobile phase was THF. The Styragel columns (Waters) and detector were thermostated at 35 °C. Linear polystyrene standards were used for calibration.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Monomer and Catalyst Selection**

Catalyst optimization is an important element of ATRP. In order to conduct controlled polymerizations, the molar ratios and concentrations must be systematically varied in order to determine ideal polymerization conditions. Automated ARGET ATRP aided in this process, in terms of both the calculations in Library Studio and the physical dispensing of reactants. ARGET ATRP can control the polymerization of many different kinds of monomers, and we sought to investigate polymerization conditions for a range of monomers using automated methods (Figure 1). We selected eight monomers, which were representative of acrylate, methacrylate, styrenic, PEG mimic, and cationic classes (Figure S1). For development, we used copper(II) bromide (CuBr₂), tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine (TPMA) as the ligand, tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)₂) as the reducing agent, and anisole as the solvent (except for the PEG-based monomers, where ethanol was used). First, the required concentrations of reducing agent and catalyst were systematically optimized. In the second phase, various narrowly distributed polymers were synthesized using the optimized conditions. Bis[2-(2-bromoisobutyryloxy)ethyl] disulfide ((Bi-BOE)₂S₂) was used as the initiator because it allows for the synthesis of disulfide-functionalized polymers that can be subsequently cleaved into two thiol-terminated chains. The choice of this initiator limited the selection of the reducing agent for ARGET ATRP. Sn(Oct)₂ has an appropriate redox potential, where copper(II) is reduced to copper(I), but the disulfide bridge is not cleaved during the polymerization. Preliminary experiments verified that the disulfide bond is not reduced by Sn(Oct)₂.

The process of optimization yielded information for appropriate concentrations of catalyst and reducing agent for various monomers. To the best of our knowledge, the polymerization of 2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DEAE-MA) and diethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate (DEGME-MA) by ARGET ATRP has not yet been reported in the literature. Oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (OEOMA) has been polymerized by ATRP, RAFT, and other methods and found applications in biomedical research as free-radically polymerizable PEG mimics. For all 288 polymerizations, the total volume was held constant at 3.7 mL (0.3 mL of air), and a single algorithm was used to standardize the
results. All components were added to vials sealed with a rubber septum. After addition of the reducing agent via a piercing robotic tip, the polymerization could begin upon consumption of the air and reduction of Cu$^{II}$ to Cu$^{I}$. The available amount of oxygen in the reaction vessel directly affects the required amount of reducing agent. At the beginning of the process, Cu$^{II}$ is reduced by the reducing agent to Cu$^{I}$, which is immediately oxidized by oxygen in the air. However, additional reducing agent can resume the process. This cycle is repeated until all of the oxygen in the reaction vessel is completely consumed. After this induction period, the polymerization proceeds.

**Optimization of the Reducing Agent Concentration**

Twelve different concentrations of reducing agent were tested at constant catalyst concentration and fixed degree of polymerization (DP). All polymers were analyzed by gel permeation chromatography (GPC), and the distribution curves were plotted in the same diagram (Figure 2) (for clarity, the figure does not show all curves). The curve for the ideal concentration of reducing agent is red, where (1) the polydispersity index (PDI) was as low as possible, (2) the deviation between theoretical and experimental MW was as low as possible, and (3) the shape of the curve was most ideal (one maximum, no shoulders). (4) For similar results, the lower concentration of reducing agent was favored. In a typical ATRP process, PDI decreases with conversion and with degree of polymerization. This can be attributed to relatively slow exchange between active and dormant species (especially important in low Cu systems) and to slow initiation. However, PDI increases with conversion in the presence of chain breaking reactions (transfer and termination). Although conversion would be a good way to account for these differences, we focused on measurement of MW by GPC because it was more amenable to this high-throughput study. Overall, the results for these experiments were within the expected range of required reducing agent to consume all air in the vial.\textsuperscript{7,11} In all experiments, the air volume in each reaction vessel was 300 μL, which corresponds to 0.0028 mmol of oxygen. In addition to reducing Cu$^{II}$ to Cu$^{I}$, 300 μL of air requires an additional 0.0056 mmol of Sn(Oct)$_2$ because for each equivalent of oxygen, 4 equiv of Cu$^{I}$ can be oxidized to Cu$^{II}$, but only 2 Cu$^{II}$ equiv are reduced back by 1 equiv of Sn(Oct)$_2$.

The optimal ratio of reducing agent to initiator for methyl methacrylate (MMA) was determined to be 1.5:1 (mol:mol), where the resulting polymer $M_n$ was close to theoretical and the PDI was 1.16. Increasing the reducing agent for MMA did not negatively affect the molecular weight distribution. In contrast, 1.5:1 for DEGMEMA resulted in a broad PDI and a shoulder in the GPC trace, indicating loss of control. The optimum value for DEGMEMA was 0.9:1. Polymerization of OEOA300 showed a similar behavior, where 0.3:1 and below resulted in low $M_n$, and increasing the ratio to above 1:1:1 showed peak broadening. The optimum was found to be 0.8:1. When increasing the PEG side chain length of the PEG-based monomer OEOA475, a 1.5:1 ratio was found to be optimum. Controlled polymerization of 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) was observed over a wide range of reducing agent from 0.6 to 2.3. This may be due to the monomer’s ability to serve as an intrinsic reducing agent, thereby limiting the effect of Sn(Oct)$_2$ addition.\textsuperscript{51} Less control was observed for polymerization of DEAEMA over this range, with the lowest PDI (1.46) achieved at a 1.8:1 ratio. For butyl acrylate (BA), a higher ratio of reducing agent to initiator (3.2:1) was required to obtain a DP close to the targeted DP. However, the doubling of MW suggests the possibility of polymer chain coupling at high reducing agent concentrations. Better control was observed at 1.5:1; however, the DP reached was lower than theoretical. Low degrees of polymerization were also observed for polymerization of styrene (Sty).
Optimization of the Catalyst Concentration

We next optimized the catalyst concentration. Stock solutions of preformed catalyst were used in all polymerizations with the molar ratio TPMA:CuBr$_2$ = 2.4:1. Twelve different concentrations of catalyst at constant concentration of reducing agent and constant DP were tested (0.031–0.137 times the initiator mole concentration) for all eight monomers. All samples were analyzed by GPC, and the distribution curves for each polymer type are shown in Figure 3. The selection of the optimal concentration was done in accordance with those criteria listed above and is shown as the red trace in all plots. Ideal catalyst concentrations for seven of the eight monomers were between 0.05 and 0.075 times the initiator concentration (mol). Although the PDI remained low for PMMA, a slightly increasing PDI was observed at higher CuBr$_2$ concentrations, with a broadening GPC trace. For DEGMEMA, the optimal value was 0.1. Nonideal curves containing shoulders were observed for values above and below 0.1. OEOMA300 and OEOMA475 polymerized similarly and required a lower amount of catalyst (0.062 or lower). Higher catalyst levels resulted in lower obtained MW. For DMAEMA and BA, the polymerizations were successful over a wide range of catalyst concentrations, with an optimal range of 0.05–0.062. DEAEAMA was also polymerizable using a range of concentrations; however, the low and high concentrations of catalyst led to longer chains and higher PDI (>1.5). In theory, a catalytic amount of up to 1 mol % relative to monomer is required for ATRP. In these experiments, six of the eight monomers required 5–6 mol % of catalyst relative to the initiator. In comparison, a previous study in the presence of air without robotic automation used 2–3 times less catalyst. Our studies here have shown that slightly higher catalyst concentrations can lead to better controlled polymerization, at least in automated systems, where vented robotic needles may allow for more air transfer upon addition of the reducing agent.

Synthesis of Disulfide-Bridged Polymers with Different Lengths

Using optimized concentrations of catalyst and reducing agent for each monomer (Table 1), we targeted 12 different DPs for each polymer type (from 15 to 375). Optimization of the polymerization conditions yielded conditions that allowed for the controlled synthesis of various polymers with increasing lengths. In the case of MMA, the experimental DP obtained was close to the theoretical DP, with a narrow MW distribution (PDI < 1.2). Polymerization of DEGMEMA resulted in the broadest distribution for polymers (PDI = 1.37–1.82). Decent control and increasing MW were observed for OEOMA300, OEOMA475, DEGMEMA, DMAEMA, and DEAEAMA, which may have biomedical application. P(OEOMA475) had a PDI of 1.18–1.26 with close agreement between theoretical and experimental DP. P(OEOMA300), however, had higher PDI values and a shoulder in the curves above a length of 73 units, but all measured molecular weights were close to the theoretical. The shoulder might be due to chain transfer reactions, since we did not observe evidence for dimethacrylate impurities in LC-MS measurements. Polymerization of DMAEMA resulted in DPs from 16 to 213 units, where the PDI was 1.26–1.37. Similar results were obtained for PDEAEMA, but with slightly broader PDI. The highest experimental DPs obtained were DP 271 for PDEAEMA ($M_n$ 51 400 g/mol; PDI 1.54) and DP 251 for PMMA ($M_n$ 25 600 g/mol; PDI 1.16) (Figure 4). In all cases, the MW increased with higher targeted DP. A comparison between theoretical and measured $M_n$ (calculated by GPC) verified this trend and showed that all monomers (except for Sty) could be polymerized to high DP due to successful optimization of the catalyst and reducing agent concentration. Overall, the optimization of catalyst and reducing agent concentrations allowed for the production of various polymers with increasing length and control over MW and MWD.
Polymer Cleavage to Thiol

In order to demonstrate the ability to cleave these disulfide-containing polymers into two thiol-terminated chains of half the MW, dithiothreitol (DTT) was used to cleave the disulfide bond. The resulting thiol-terminated chains have the potential for conjugation to (bio)molecules. Figure S2 shows GPC traces for selected reactions with DTT in THF at 50 °C. Cleavage of PMMA was complete within 24 h, while PBA was partially reduced after 96 h. The rate of cleavage for PSty was slower, but reduction was nevertheless observed. The MW of P(OEOMA475) also decreased, but the broader PDI and steric hindrance of this polymer resulted in slower reduction.

Translation of Automated Synthesis to Conventional Batch Synthesis

We have shown that automated methods can facilitate the rapid development of polymerization conditions for various monomers. However, most chemists synthesize polymers using traditional glassware in chemical fume hoods. To validate that these new conditions have practical utility, we investigated if these robotic conditions in glass vials would translate to conventional batch synthesis in a round-bottom flask. In our automated synthesizer, the 4 mL vials contained 92.5% solution and 7.5% air. We used that ratio of total solution volume to air when calculating the set volume for a standard 5 mL round-bottom flask. Optimized conditions for polymerization of MMA and DMAEMA (Table 1) were used in the calculation. As shown in Figure 5, the results from the automated and batch syntheses matched, proving that the automated conditions directly translated to conventional batch polymerization in standard glassware. Nearly identical experimental DP and MW were obtained.

CONCLUSION

Efficient reaction optimization is a key component of chemical research. We developed a systematic approach to accelerate reaction optimization. ARGET ATRP conditions were rapidly identified for representative monomers of acrylate, methacrylate, styrenic, PEG mimic, and cationic classes, including the first ARGET ATRP of DEAEMA and DEGMEMA. Because a functional initiator was used, all polymers were end functionalized with thiol groups after cleavage of the disulfide bond. This thiol group can be utilized for attachment to other molecules and may be useful for the synthesis of bioconjugates to drugs, proteins, and siRNA. These conditions translated to conventional batch polymerization, suggesting that these new polymerization conditions will be useful for other scientists to follow when carrying out ARGET ATRP. We therefore believe that the methods developed here may prove generally useful to accelerate the systematic optimization of a variety of reactions across the chemical disciplines.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Automated ARGET ATRP enabled rapid catalyst optimization and efficient synthesis of a polymer library that can be tailored for specific applications.
Figure 2.
Optimization of the reducing agent concentration. Selected traces for the polymerization of MMA, DEGMEMA, OEOMA300, OEOMA475, DMAEMA, DEAEMA, BA, and Sty show the effect of changing the reducing agent concentration. Optimal results are indicated in red.
Figure 3.
Optimization of the catalyst concentration for polymerization. Selected traces for the polymerization of MMA, DEGMAEMA, OEOA300, OEOA475, DMAEMA, DEAEMA, BA, and Sty show the effect of changing catalyst concentration. Optimal results are indicated in red.
Figure 4.
Using optimized concentrations of catalyst and reducing agent, a series of polymers were synthesized by automated ARGET ATRP.
Figure 5.
Using the optimized conditions determined by automated polymerization, conventional batch polymerization in round-bottom flasks closely matched robotic polymerization.
### Table 1

Optimized Molar Ratios of Catalyst and Reducing Agent Used for the Synthesis of Polymers with Different Targeted Degree of Polymerization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>monomer</th>
<th>[CuBr₂]/[I]</th>
<th>[Red]/[I]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEGEMA</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEOMA300</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEOMA475</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMAEMA</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAEMA</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sty</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>